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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
February 19, 2021 
 
WYNDHAM CLARK  ( -6) 
 
 
Q.  Wyndham, could you just assess your round for the day? 
 
WYNDHAM CLARK:  I grinded out there today. I didn't have my best. I kind of had a shaky 
start and then even when I started making some birdies, I still wasn't hitting it great, I just 
kind of relied on my short game and putting today, which kept me in it. The score ended up 
being good, but I definitely didn't have my best. So going to go work on it and try to get it for 
tomorrow. 
 
Q.  Yeah, you said you're going to head to the range. What are you working on in 
particular? 
 
WYNDHAM CLARK:  Well, I'm kind of slicing it right now and I ended up just playing it 
throughout the day, but I'd like to straighten it out. Tomorrow's supposed to be windy, so it 
would be nice to have my ball-striking tomorrow. 
 
Q.  How were the conditions today compared to yesterday? 
 
WYNDHAM CLARK:  Well, when we teed off yesterday I felt like it was very tough in the 
morning for the first nine holes, then got pretty easy. Then the scores were better in the 
afternoon. This morning there was no wind and this afternoon it got really firm. So I actually 
thought it played a little tougher this afternoon and I think the scores are showing that. The 
course got really firm. There were some shots where I thought I hit it in a perfect spot and it 
released farther than I thought. Yeah, it's playing tough. It's a really hard course. 
 
Q.  Are you able to make mid-round adjustments when it's possibly getting firmer and 
faster hole to hole? 
 
WYNDHAM CLARK:  Yeah, I mean, that's kind of the name of the game regardless of the 
conditions. You kind of have to adjust mid round. Definitely early after a few shots we were 
land -- let's say if we were trying to land three to four paces yesterday, we're landing more 
five to seven paces short, and if it blows tomorrow, it could even be more. If it continues to 
get firmer with the wind that's coming, it's going to play really tough tomorrow. 
 


